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Abstract23

Previous studies on the origin and properties of spatial patterns in motor cortex beta local �eld24

potential (β-LFP) oscillations have focused on planar traveling waves. However, it is unclear (a)25

whether β-LFP waves are limited to plane waves, or even (b) whether they are propagating waves26

of excito-excitatory activity, i.e. primarily traveling waves in excitable media; they could re�ect, in-27

stead, reorganization in the relative phases of transient oscillations at di�erent spatial sites. We ad-28

dressed these two problems in β-LFPs recorded via microelectrode arrays implanted in three adjacent29

motor-cortex areas of non-human primates during steady-state movement preparation. Our �ndings30

are fourfold: (1) β-LFP wave patterns emerged as transient events, despite stable �ring rates of single31

neurons concurrently recorded during the same periods. (2) β-LFP waves showed a richer variety of32

spatial dynamics, including rotating and complex waves. (3) β-LFP wave patterns showed no char-33

acteristic wavelength, presenting instead a range of scales with global zero-lag phase synchrony as34

a limiting case—features surprising for purely excito-excitatory waves, but consistent with waves in35

coupled oscillator systems. (4) Furthermore, excito-excitatory traveling waves induced by optoge-36

netic stimulation in motor cortex showed, in contrast, a characteristic wavelength and reduced phase37

synchrony. Overall, β-LFP wave statistics di�ered from those of induced traveling waves in excitable38

media recorded under the same microelectrode-array setup. Our �ndings suggest phase reorgani-39

zation in neural coupled-oscillators contribute signi�cantly to the origin of transient β-LFP spatial40

dynamics during preparatory steady-states, and outline important constraints for spatially-extended41

models of β-LFP dynamics in motor cortex.42

New & Noteworthy We show that a rich variety of transient β-LFP wave patterns emerge in mo-43

tor cortex during preparatory steady-states, despite stable neuronal �ring rates. Furthermore, unlike44

optogenetically-induced traveling waves, β-LFP waves showed no characteristic wavelength, presenting45

instead a range of scales with global phase synchrony as a limiting case. Overall, our statistical analy-46

ses suggest transient phase reorganization in neural coupled-oscillators, beyond purely excito-excitatory47

traveling waves, contribute signi�cantly to the origin of motor cortex β-LFP wave patterns.48
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Introduction49

Transient β-LFP (∼20 Hz) oscillations are a prominent feature of motor cortex local �eld potential activ-50

ity (Baker et al., 1997; Feingold et al., 2015; Jackson et al., 2003; Murthy and Fetz, 1996; Rule et al., 2017;51

Sanes and Donoghue, 1993), appearing during movement preparation periods, e.g. instructed delay tasks,52

or during postural maintenance, e.g. isometric force tasks. The power of β-LFP oscillations is attenuated53

during movement initiation, execution of reach and grasp actions, and locomotion (Bansal et al., 2012;54

Best et al., 2016; Chatrian et al., 1959; Jasper and Pen�eld, 1949; Kühn et al., 2006; Pfurtscheller et al.,55

2005; Rule et al., 2015a). Overall, the role of β-LFP remains enigmatic, and has been connected to diverse56

mechanisms (Brittain and Brown, 2014; Engel and Fries, 2010; Spitzer and Haegens, 2017). Previous stud-57

ies have shown that β-LFP oscillations appear as planar traveling waves, the spatial structure of which58

relates to movement initiation (Best et al., 2016) and communication during movement preparation59

(Brovelli et al., 2004; Rubino et al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2015). Here, we address two main questions60

regarding the origin of the spatial dynamics β-LFP waves during movement preparation: (1) are plane61

waves the primary spatiotemporal structure in motor-cortex β-LFP, and (2) what mechanisms might give62

rise to observed spatial patterns of β-LFP activity?63

First, although previous studies have focused on β-LFP traveling planar waves, a systematic study64

of spatial dynamics and patterns in β-LFP oscillations has not been published. Spatial patterns in cortex65

can take many forms, including zero-lag spatial synchrony, standing waves, traveling waves, rotating66

spiral waves, radiating waves, and irregular spatial dynamics (Benucci et al., 2007; Besserve et al., 2015;67

Huang et al., 2004; Prechtl et al., 1997; Rule et al., 2015b). Furthermore, spatial dynamics in cortex can68

appear as transients changing rapidly over time: Townsend et al. (2015) characterize delta waves in anes-69

thetized marmosets that transition into complex waves via intermediate wave patterns such as plane,70

rotating, or radiating waves. Schi� et al. (2007) report a similar phenomenon in slice preparations. Here,71

we address whether β-LFP spatial patterns exhibit similar diversity, and examine whether di�erent spa-72

tial patterns occur within the same transient β-LFP event.73

Second, the origin of observed β-LFP spatial wave patterns is unknown. Di�erent mechanisms74

may yield super�cially similar LFP spatiotemporal dynamics. In particular, traveling waves may arise75

via three main scenarios (Ermentrout and Kleinfeld, 2001): (a) Initially localized oscillations can propa-76

gate via lateral interactions, generating excitatory traveling waves as seen in excitable media (Fig. 1a).77
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The statistics of such waves are an emergent property of the excito-excitatory dynamics and patterns78

of lateral connectivity; (b) A shared input can drive adjacent sites in cortex with di�erent conduction79

delays, yielding a spatial gradient in response latencies and phases that mimics a traveling wave (Fig.80

1b); Finally, (c) many di�erent sites in a cortical patch may oscillate with similar frequencies, forming81

a coupled-oscillator system. Reorganization of the oscillation phases across the sites into spatial gradi-82

ent patterns can appear as traveling waves (Fig. 1c). Such phase reorganization could arise from inputs83

or from changes in parameters controlling the local neural dynamics, or from metastability in the in-84

trinsic dynamics. In the latter case, a rich variety of complex transient patterns can be generated (e.g.85

Deco and Jirsa 2012; Laing 2016; Panaggio and Abrams 2015; Shanahan 2010). Importantly, such coupled-86

oscillator waves are not excito-excitatory traveling waves (scenario a). They need not exhibit a charac-87

teristic wavelength, and their spatiotemporal statistics emerge from the organization of relative phases.88

Understanding the diversity and properties of β-LFP wave spatial patterns in primate motor cortex89

is important for constraining models of communication, computation, and encoding in motor cortex. For90

example, diversity in phase relation arising from rich spatiotemporal neural dynamics could support the91

segregation of parallel information streams in the cortex (Maris et al. 2016). Better statistical characteri-92

zations also can constrain biophysical models of β-LFP spatiotemporal dynamics in motor cortex (Heit-93

mann and Ermentrout 2015; Heitmann et al. 2012). Beyond its relevance to basic Neuroscience, under-94

standing the origin of spatial patterns in motor-cortex β-LFP oscillations has translational implications:95

if β-LFP spatial patterns carry information about planned movements, they could be useful for decod-96

ing in brain-computer interfaces for restoring movement and communication in people with paralysis97

(Bansal et al., 2012; Best et al., 2016; Hochberg et al., 2012, 2006; Milekovic et al., 2015; Truccolo et al.,98

2008). Finally, β-LFP spatial patterns could inform the development of closed-loop brain stimulation ap-99

proaches for treating movement disorders such as Parkinson’s disease (Little et al., 2013).100

To address both (1) the diversity and (2) origins of β-LFP spatial waves, we examined the spatiotem-101

poral structure of beta oscillations during the initial 1-second movement preparation periods in a reach-102

ing and grasping task. Neural recordings were obtained simultaneously from three motor cortex areas103

(M1, PMv and PMd) of m. mulatta. These three cortical areas are known to be critical for the planning104

and execution of voluntary reach and grasp movements and can be used to decode the kinematics and105

kinetics of these actions (e.g. Aghagolzadeh and Truccolo 2016; Bansal et al. 2012; Milekovic et al. 2015;106

Saleh et al. 2012; Takahashi et al. 2017; Vargas-Irwin et al. 2015, 2010). By the experimental task design,107
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neural activity during the selected 1-second movement preparation periods was steady and unperturbed108

by visual cues related to task instructions or motor transients related to movement initiation. In this109

sense, we refer to these periods as steady-state movement preparation periods, despite ongoing vari-110

ability as evidenced by the β-LFP transients studied here.111

In addition, we compared the statistics of spontaneous β-LFP waves to the statistics of optogenetically-112

induced traveling ∼50 Hz LFP waves reported in Lu et al. (2015). These traveling waves were recorded in113

a setup that matched the brain region, species, and the electrical recording setup of the examined β-LFP114

waves. This provides a superior reference compared to e.g. traveling waves in simulation or in another115

preparation. The optogenetically-induced traveling waves emerged during constant stimulation, and116

involved waves propagating away from the localized stimulation site. These waves thus re�ect the in-117

trinsic dynamics of wave propagation in motor cortex (Lu et al., 2015). This is in contrast to periodically118

driven electrically or optogenetically induced wave pulses, which may momentarily excite the tissue but119

might not re�ect physiological mechanisms of excito-excitatory traveling waves. The analyses of the120

optogenetically-induced traveling waves validates the statistical methods used to extract spatiotemporal121

LFP structure from Utah arrays with 400 µm spacing in primate motor cortex, despite the small size of122

such preparations. These two datasets allowed us to compare phenomena involving induced traveling123

waves in excitable media and spontaneous β-LFP waves, avoiding confounds from di�erences in spatial124

samplings or microeletrode properties.125

Methods126

Spatiotemporal β-LFP wave data were recorded from nonhuman primate subjects (rhesus macaques; m.127

mulatta) during the steady-state period in a Cued reach to Grasp with Instructed Delay (CGID) task. Ex-128

perimental procedures were conducted as approved by the local Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-129

mittee (IACUC), and these data were previously used in Vargas-Irwin et al. (2015) and Aghagolzadeh and130

Truccolo (2014, 2016), which describe the CGID task in greater detail and analyzes these data from the131

perspective of collective low-dimensional spiking population dynamics. Brie�y, this task exhibited two132

steady-state one-second movement preparation periods: an attentive waiting period before the presen-133

tation of visual cues, and a motor preparatory period following visual cues but prior to the reach and134

grasp action. The task required the subjects to reach toward, grasp, and raise one of two objects, using135
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either a power grip, key grip, or precision grip, as instructed by cue lights and depending on the object136

(Vargas-Irwin et al., 2015). After presenting visual cues, a one-second hold period was required before a137

visual "Go" cue was given, indicating that the subject should then reach out and lift the cued object us-138

ing the cued grip. A schematic for the task organization is shown in Fig. 2A. In this study, we examine139

beta oscillations during the one-second period preceding the �rst visual cue (object presentation), and140

the one-second period preceding the "Go" cue.141

Neural recordings142

Spatiotemporal beta activity was recorded from two subjects, R and S, using triple implants of microelec-143

trode arrays (MEAs) from Blackrock Microsystems, Utah. A single 10×10 MEA was implanted in area144

PMv, and smaller 6×8 electrode arrays were implanted in areas M1 and PMd. The electrode length of145

1.5 mm targeted layers 3-5 of motor cortex, and electrodes were spaced 400 µm apart. In the PMv im-146

plants, four electrodes were connected to ground. In subject S area PMv an additional two electrodes147

exhibited unusual impedance spectra and were excluded from this study. These missing electrodes were148

interpolated from their nearest neighbors. All electrodes were used in the area M1 and PMd implants.149

For both β-LFP and optogenetic datasets (see below), broadband LFPs were recorded at 30 kilosamples/s150

(0.3 Hz - 7.5 kHz) and subsequently down-sampled (zero-phase 4th order Butterworth, ≤ 250 Hz) to 1151

kilosamples/s for analysis. See Vargas-Irwin et al. (2015) for additional details of the neural recordings152

for spatiotemporal β-LFP.153

Optogenetically-induced waves in motor cortex were examined from a third subject T during quiet154

wakefulness, as reported and described in Lu et al. (2015) (Fig. 8). Neurons were transfected with the155

chimeric opsin C1V2T/T under the CaMKIIα promoter, which is known to preferentially express in exci-156

tatory cells, with some expression likely also in inhibitory cells (Lu et al., 2015). Data were recorded from157

a single 10×10 array implanted in primary motor cortex modi�ed to contain an optical �ber at the center158

for delivery of laser light. The spatial domain of direct light stimulation was <1 mm (Lu et al., 2015). In159

the data presented here, constant pulse optical stimulation at 561 nm and 6 mW was provided for one160

second during the rest state. See Lu et al. (2015) for details of the optogenetic recordings.161
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LFP phase extraction162

The beta frequency band was identi�ed separately for each subject and area. Multitaper spectra (Mitra163

and Pesaran 1999, 5 tapers; 5 Hz time-bandwidth parameter for 1 s of data) were computed from the �rst164

second of the CGID task for all channels and trials, and the beta band was de�ned as the 5 Hz band cen-165

tered at the largest spectral peak between 15 and 45 Hz during this period. Subject R area PMd exhibited166

multiple harmonically-related beta peaks. We restricted analysis to the lower (fundamental) frequency.167

The higher frequency peak showed cross-frequency coupling to the lower β-LFP frequency consistent168

with a summation of 2:1 and 3:2 overtones of the fundamental frequency, re�ecting changes in the β-LFP169

waveform shape rather than a distinct oscillation. Narrow-band oscillation peaks in the optogenetically-170

induced oscillations were identi�ed from wavelet spectrograms averaged over all stimulation trials.171

Wavelet methods were appropriate in this case since the larger number of repeated trials in optoge-172

netic stimulation obviated the need for reducing variance using multitaper methods, and o�ered better173

balance between time resolution at high frequencies and frequency resolution at low frequencies. The174

amplitude envelope and instantaneous phase for narrow-band LFP oscillations were extracted similarly175

for both the spontaneous beta oscillations and the induced oscillations: raw LFPs at 1 kilosample/s were176

band-pass �ltered using a zero-phase 4th order Butterworth �lter, and the resultant narrow-band signal177

a(t ) was passed through the Hilbert transform to generate an analytic signal z (t )=|z (t ) | exp(i · φ (t )),178

which has both an instantaneous magnitude |z (t ) | and phase φ (t )=Arg(z (t )).179

Spatial synchrony180

We used the circular standard deviation of the instantaneous Hilbert phase to assess zero-lag spatial181

phase synchrony over the recorded cortical patch, de�ned as (e.g. Berens 2009):182

Sφ (t ) =
√
−2 ln(R (t )), (1)

which corresponds to the standard deviation of a circularly wrapped normal distribution, and can be183

obtained by a transformation of the �rst moment for circularly distributed data R (t ). In our case, R (t ) is184

de�ned as the normalized average (across channels) of the analytic-signal vectors at a given time185

R (t ) =
|
∑

k zk (t ) |∑
k |zk (t ) |

, (2)
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where k indexes channels. LFP spatial activity can show large variations in amplitudes across time, and186

yet potentially show the same level of spatial synchrony. To attenuate the e�ect of amplitude di�erences,187

we normalized the magnitude of the average vector by the sum of the magnitudes of each analytic signal188

vector zk (t ). We de�ned spatially synchronized states as those times for which Sφ (t )<π/4, such that189

approximately 95% of phase vectors were concentrated within one-quarter cycle.190

Spatial gradient of the Hilbert phase191

The local phase gradient provides an estimate of the wave propagation velocity. We computed the gradi-192

ent of the phase ∇φ (t ) as the (circularly-wrapped) discrete di�erence of the Hilbert phase between adja-193

cent electrode sites. The propagation velocity v and wavelength λ can also be extracted from the phase194

gradient using the relationship in Equation 3 (see Rubino et al. 2006 for details).195

∂φ

∂t
= −∇φ · v (3)

Instantaneous estimates of local propagation speed were computed as the average magnitude of the lo-196

cal phase gradient (in radians/mm) divided by the median angular frequency (in radians/second). Plane197

waves were detected as time-points when the distribution of phase gradient vector directions was con-198

centrated, as assessed by a phase-gradient directionality (PGD) measure (Rubino et al., 2006):199

PGD (t ) =
��
∑

k ∇φk (t )��∑
k |∇φk (t ) |

, (4)

where k indexes spatial location. For intuitive visualization, we show a transformed PGD measure with200

units of radians: the circular standard deviation of the Hilbert phase gradient. A version of this measure201

that is weighted by the amplitudes of the phase gradient vectors can be computed as:202

S
∇φ
(t ) =

√
−2 ln(PGD (t )). (5)

For categorization, we adopt the same conventions as Rubino et al. (2006) and classify non-synchronous203

wave events with PGD>0.5 as plane waves. For purposes of measuring wavelength, we use the stricter204

threshold of S
∇φ
(t )<π/4, i.e. 95% of phase gradient vectors point within π/2 radians of each-other. This205

corresponded to a PGD threshold of approximately 0.73. The more stringent cuto� address noise-induced206
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biases in estimating wavelength.207

For the analysis of plane waves in β-LFP, the wavelength was estimated from the magnitude of the208

average phase gradient. Taking the magnitude after averaging the phase gradient vectors reduces the209

in�uence of noise on the estimation of plane-wave wavelength, as opposed to averaging the local phase210

gradient magnitudes. Asymmetric radiating waves with a high signal-to-noise ratio that could not be de-211

scribed as a simple planar or radiating wave were common in the optogenetically-induced activity, and212

in this case wavelength was estimated from the local gradient of the Hilbert phase and then averaged213

over the array.214

Critical point analysis215

We classi�ed complex waves structures based on critical points in a smoothed estimate of the phase gra-216

dient �eld. Data were denoised via smoothing by convolving the analytic signals in each frame with217

a sinc function with a wavelength cuto� of 2 mm. Analytic signals were upsampled in the spatial fre-218

quency domain via a discrete cosine transform type I. The sinc kernel was constructed in the frequency219

domain with anti-aliasing to reduce numerical artifacts related to the small spatial domain. The phase220

gradient was extracted by convolving the Hilbert phase with 2×2 discrete di�erence kernels in the x and221

y directions.222

Minima, maxima, and saddle points were identi�ed by locating zeros in the phase gradient. These223

points can be distinguished by the direction of sign change in the gradient. Equivalently, one may ex-224

amine the determinant and trace of the Jacobian at each critical point (Townsend et al., 2015). The cen-225

ters of rotating waves were identi�ed by taking a line integral of the Hilbert phase gradient surrounding226

each point. Points around which this line integral equals nonzero multiples of 2π are singularities in the227

Hilbert phase gradient and are the centers of rotating waves. Numerically, this integral was computed228

for every point by representing the Hilbert phase gradient as a complex number, and representing the229

line integral around each point as a convolution.230

We brie�y note some carefully considered caveats to this analysis. The analysis focuses on meso-231

scopic β-LFP structure above 2 mm, consistent with previously reports (Rubino et al., 2006; Takahashi232

et al., 2011). Therefore contributions to β-LFP variability smaller than 2 mm were indistinguishable from233

noise for the purposes of this analysis, and could be safely removed. However, at low signal-to-noise ra-234

tio (low β-LFP power), high spatial frequencies arising from channel-independent noise can alias into235
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lower frequencies and confound the analysis. We addressed this by restricting analyses of wavelength236

to periods of high beta power and ordered planar wave activity, and emphasize that conclusions based237

on events with low amplitude or disordered wave structure are descriptive, not quantitative (Figs. 5, 6).238

We con�rmed that modest variations in smoothing scale, amplitude and phase gradient concentration239

cuto�s, do not alter the conclusions of this paper. Additionally, we repeated the analysis cropping the240

10 × 10 area PMv arrays down to the 8 × 6 size used in other motor areas, to con�rm that MEA size was241

not responsible for the di�erences observed across areas. The limitations of current MEA technology242

preclude estimating the contribution of SNR-dependent aliasing artifacts to the observed trends for low243

LFP amplitudes and high spatial frequencies. Example code for spatial phase statistics are available on-244

line at github.com/michaelerule/CGID_waves_example.245

Phase maps for induced traveling waves246

The wave response to optogenetic stimulation was reproducible across trials, which allowed us to com-247

pute summaries of wave activity averaged over trials and time. For computing the average phase gra-248

dient, local phase gradient �elds were smoothed by convolution with a sinc kernel to remove structure249

�ner than 1.8 mm. These phase gradients were averaged over time (Figs. 8c,d). To compute averaged250

phase delay maps, phases were unwrapped relative to a reference electrode near the center of the radiat-251

ing wave. Average phase delay was then computed as the average over time of the phase delay relative252

to this channel.253

Results254

In this study, we characterize the spatiotemporal dynamics of waves in motor cortex β-LFP transient255

oscillations in order to clarify the collective neural dynamics underlying these oscillations. We �rst256

demonstrate that well-controlled steady-state movement preparation periods in the Cued Grasp with In-257

structed Delay (CGID; Methods) task reliably evoked beta oscillations, which occurred as transients with258

considerable trial-to-trial variability in terms of onset times and durations. We focused on the 1-second259

movement preparation periods preceding the object presentation in the CGID task. These "steady-state"260

periods were not perturbed by sensory- or motor-evoked components related to task cues or movement261

initiation, respectively, in either LFP or neuronal spiking activity. We show that the spontaneous tran-262
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sient beta oscillations corresponded to diverse types of wave dynamics, and summarize the prevalence of263

various wave patterns. Next, we examine summary statistics of beta spatiotemporal oscillations and rela-264

tionships among these statistics. We conclude by contrasting these statistics to those of traveling waves265

induced by 1-second constant-pulse optogenetic stimulation in motor cortex.266

We analyzed three CGID datasets resulting from three di�erent experimental sessions, each in-267

cluding recordings from areas M1, PMv, and PMd in subjects R and S. For both subjects, all examined268

datasets were recorded within eight days of each-other. Each session yielded between 46 and 114 suc-269

cessful seven-second CGID trial repetitions, collected over twenty minutes to one hour. For the com-270

parison to optogenetically-induced traveling waves, we analyzed the spatiotemporal waves in primary271

motor cortex observed in subject T, previously reported in Lu et al. (2015).272

Motor evoked potentials and beta oscillations in the CGID task273

Consistent with previous studies of motor cortex LFPs, the CGID task reliably elicited task-related activ-274

ity in all three motor areas (M1, PMd, PMv) from both subjects studied during the planning and prepara-275

tory phases (Fig. 2A, B). The movement period of the CGID task was marked by slow motor-evoked po-276

tentials, increased single-unit �ring rates, and beta suppression. Motor evoked potentials were domi-277

nated by slow <2 Hz components and also contained peaks in the theta (2-7 Hz) band, in all areas except278

subject S area PMv. In subject S, the beta band peaked at 21 Hz. In Subject R, the beta band peaked at 17279

Hz. Beta oscillations were prominent during the �rst second of the task (i.e. prior to object presentation),280

and also occurred during the period preceding the ‘Go’ cue (Fig. 2C). In subject S, beta power was high-281

est before object presentation. In subject R, beta power was greatest during the delay preceding the ‘Go’282

cue.283

Although beta power was enhanced during the steady-state movement preparation periods of the284

CGID task, we found that β-LFP activity occurred in transient events with durations that exhibited con-285

siderable intra- and inter-trial variability (Fig. 2D). We de�ned β-LFP transient events as events where286

the β amplitude exceeded a threshold of 1.5 times the standard deviation for the �ltered β-LFP signal287

within a given session. Large amplitude transients did not necessarily occur on every trial: between 37%288

and 97% of trials exhibited β-LFP transients exceeding the de�ned threshold, depending on the subject289

and motor area.290

The duration of beta transients was broadly distributed, with some trials showing sustained eleva-291
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tion of β-LFP for as long as one second (subject R: 184 ms ±134 ms; subject S: 196 ms ±146 ms). Overall,292

these transient β-LFP events occupied 26% and 22% of the examined 1-second movement preparation pe-293

riods in subjects R and S, respectively (summarized over three motor cortical areas, and three sessions294

per subject). During visual inspection of these transients, we observed diverse wave patterns. For illus-295

tration, we show examples of wave activity in Fig. 3. We observed states ranging from spatially syn-296

chronous states, to plane waves, to more complex activity such as radiating or rotating waves, to com-297

plex states that cannot be easily categorized. This illustrates that beta events can be associated with a298

diversity of wave patterns. Importantly, wave patterns appeared to transition continuously from desyn-299

chronized states, to more locally synchronized wave activity, to globally synchronized states.300

In contrast to the transient nature of beta events, single-neuron spiking activity was typically sus-301

tained throughout the one-second steady-state movement preparation periods (Rule et al., 2017). 42%302

(292/699) of well-isolated single units �red during steady-state delay periods, most of which exhibited ei-303

ther rhythmic spiking (66%; 192/292) or rhythmic bursting (25%; 72/292). Between 60% and 76% of these304

rhythmic units exhibited β-rhythmic mode �ring frequencies between 10 and 45 Hz, depending on sub-305

ject and task epoch. We considered the possibility that beta transients re�ect changes in the underlying306

�ring rates of these β-rhythmic neurons, but detected no signi�cant di�erences in �ring rates within307

versus outside of beta transients (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for di�erence in the median, corrected for308

multiple comparisons using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for a false discovery rate of 0.05). For309

further results, refer to Rule et al. (2017). This β-LFP spiking rhythmicity suggests that the mesoscopic310

spatiotemporal β-LFP patterns might arise from synchronization dynamics among oscillatory subpopula-311

tions, motivating further examination of β-LFP spatiotemporal statistics.312

Fig. 4 illustrates a representative β-LFP transient. Local wave structures evident in each motor area313

were part of an overall global pattern. We observed that β-LFP wave events involved changes in both314

amplitude and phase: waves emerged not only by rearrangements of ongoing high-amplitude β-LFP os-315

cillations, but also by complex phase-amplitude dynamics during transient events. This suggests that the316

evolution of β-LFP phase patterns may be closely related to the concurrent modulations in amplitude.317

In the coming sections, we further investigate the relationship between β-LFP amplitude and wave pat-318

terns, and characterize in detail the diversity in wave patterns that were found in each motor area.319
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Categorization of β-LFP wave patterns320

To investigate whether diversity in β-LFP wave patterns was widespread in our data, we qualitatively321

categorized wave states as either synchronous (in the sense of spatially uniform zero-lag phase syn-322

chrony), plane waves, radiating or rotating waves, or complex patterns. Fig. 5 shows a breakdown of the323

prevalence of di�erent classes of wave patterns for all areas in both subjects R and S. We identi�ed syn-324

chronous states as those spatial patterns where the circular standard deviation of β-LFP phase was less325

than π/4, such that approximately 95% of electrodes on the array fell within the same quarter-cycle (π/2326

radians) of the oscillation (Methods: ‘Spatial synchrony’). We classi�ed plane waves using the same cri-327

terion as Rubino et al. (2006), requiring a Phase Gradient Directionality (PGD) greater than 0.5 (Methods:328

‘Spatial gradient of the Hilbert phase’). For the purpose of assigning each beta cycle a unique classi�-329

cation, waves were classi�ed as synchronous only if they were not also classi�ed as plane waves. More330

complex wave patterns like rotating and radiating waves were classi�ed by identifying critical points in331

the spatially smoothed phase gradient (Methods: ‘Critical point analysis’).332

The spatiotemporal structure varied considerably across motor areas. Area PMd in both subjects333

was typically highly synchronous, displaying few traveling waves. Area PMv in subject S showed more334

complex wave activity, even during beta transients with high power. In both subjects, organized plane335

wave activity was apparently rarer in area PMv, an area that has not been examined in previous studies.336

However, area PMv in subject S displayed other organized traveling wave states such as radiating and337

rotating waves (Fig. 5). These di�erences between areas were not due simply to the di�erent sizes of the338

arrays, as the classi�cation trends did not change when data from the 10×10 PMv arrays were spatially339

cropped to match the 6×8 size of the M1 and PMd arrays. High beta power corresponded to spatially340

synchronized states, while more complex activity was seen in lower beta power transient events.341

While we adopted a classi�cation of beta wave activity into the above discrete types, we also em-342

phasize an important aspect of the spatiotemporal dynamics that should not be overlooked: beta spa-343

tiotemporal dynamics appeared to transition smoothly or between these di�erent patterns. In other344

words, transitions among patterns could occur within the same β-LFP transient event, i.e. without an345

intermediate quiescent period in between the onset of di�erent patterns, and typically the transitions346

did not appear to be abrupt. Corroborating this, we also explored dynamical mode decomposition (c.f.347

Brunton et al. 2016), which recovered spatiotemporal oscillatory modes that generated sinusoidal ba-348
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sis functions similar to Fourier components. This suggested that spatiotemporal patterns in β-LFP are349

diverse, and that their dynamics re�ected a spatiotemporally band-pass stochastic or chaotic process,350

rather than consisting of a small set of distinct modes dictated by the anatomy and task. Nevertheless,351

in particular for complex, radiating, rotating, and plane waves, once a spatiotemporal pattern set in, it352

was clearly distinguishable from the other types and persisted for multiple β-LFP cycles. A potential am-353

biguity remained for the case of synchronous vs. long-wavelength waves. Although the thresholds for354

classi�cation of synchrony and plane waves re�ect the common intuition about synchronized and plane-355

wave activity, the data did not cluster into non-overlapping "synchronous" and "asynchronous" or "pla-356

nar" and "non-planar" clusters. For example, long-wavelength waves would have appeared as spatially357

synchronous over the limited aperture of the MEA. This indicates that zero-lag spatial synchrony may358

be considered a limiting case of long-wavelength plane-wave activity.359

β-LFP wave statistics correlate with amplitude360

The spatiotemporal properties of beta oscillations varied throughout the stages of the CGID task. Statis-361

tics of beta spatiotemporal activity exhibited trial-to-trial variability, but tended to track task-related362

changes in the amplitude of beta oscillations. During task stages in which beta power was elevated,363

spatial synchrony was also higher, and beta phase gradient magnitude, which is inversely related to364

wavelength, was lower. Phase gradient directionality, a measure of how planar wave activity is (Meth-365

ods ‘Spatial gradient of the Hilbert phase’), was also higher during times when beta power was high.366

The number of critical points in the phase gradient map, a measure of wave complexity, increased dur-367

ing task phases with weaker beta power. These observations suggested that the task-related changes in368

the properties of beta spatiotemporal waves were correlated with variations in beta amplitude, and that369

changes in beta spatiotemporal organization may relate to transient modulations in beta power. How-370

ever, β-LFP activity was highly variable. In our inspection of the data, the precise nature and timing of371

beta spatiotemporal patterns was seldom identical across trials. To better understand the spatiotempo-372

ral structure of β-LFP oscillations, we therefore assessed the instantaneous relationship between various373

statistics of spatiotemporal activity on a trial-by-trial basis.374

We compared the average instantaneous Hilbert amplitude of β-LFP across the array to the circular375

standard deviations of both the Hilbert phase, and the Hilbert phase gradient (Fig. 6). We found that beta376

amplitude and beta synchrony were positively correlated for all areas in both subjects. The correlation377
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between beta amplitude and the standard deviation of the phase gradient direction varied across areas.378

Overall, traveling wave states existed on a continuum between asynchronous and spatially synchronized379

states. Nevertheless, as stated above, once a complex, radiating/rotating, plane wave set in, it was clearly380

distinguishable from a spatially synchronized state.381

Because of the inherent challenges in di�erentiating signal and noise in these LFP recordings, there382

is the possibility for changes in signal-to-noise ratio to create spurious correlations between apparent383

spatial synchrony or phase gradient and amplitude (see Methods: Critical point analysis). To address384

this confound, we further analyzed wavelength from planar wave events that showed an extremely high385

degree of phase gradient order unlikely to occur by chance.386

β-LFP wavelength correlates with amplitude387

We analyzed the correlation between planar traveling wavelength and beta amplitude in the M1 ar-388

rays of both subjects, which displayed the largest number of planar traveling waves. To avoid e�ects of389

signal-to-noise ratio on the measured wavelengths, we considered only wave events for which the circu-390

lar standard deviation of the Hilbert phase gradient was less than π/4 (Methods ‘Spatial gradient of the391

Hilbert phase’). For both subjects, organized plane wave activity was rare in area PMd, which tended to392

be synchronous, and area PMv, which tended to show more complex wave activity in subject S and syn-393

chrony in subject R (see Fig. 5). We note that these results are not inconsistent with Rubino et al. (2006),394

which reported traveling waves in area PMd, because of the more stringent inclusion criterion used to395

avoid bias in our estimation of the correlation of amplitude and wavelength (Methods: ‘Spatial gradient396

of the Hilbert phase’).397

With this approach (Fig. 7) we found that larger beta amplitudes corresponded to longer wave-398

lengths (Pearson ρ=0.64 for subject R, ρ=0.53 for subject S). In subject R, wavelengths ranged from 3.2399

mm to 28 mm, with a median of 7.2 mm. In subject S, wavelengths ranged from 3.5 mm to 31 mm, with400

a median of 10 mm. High beta power (amplitude envelope >1.5 standard deviations (σ ) of the beta-band401

signal) was associated with a median wavelength of 11 mm in subject R and 13 mm in subject S, and low402

beta power (<1.5σ ) was associated with a median wavelength of 6.8 in subject R and 8.8 in subject S. In403

summary, the wavelength of beta waves was not �xed but varied across the spontaneous β-LFP transient404

events during ongoing activity, contrary to the predictions of models based on center-surround lateral405

interactions (Heitmann and Ermentrout, 2015; Heitmann et al., 2012). There was a continuum between406
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desynchronized activity at low amplitudes and spatially synchronous states at higher amplitudes.407

Incidentally, long-wavelength phase gradients can appear as fast-traveling waves. For example,408

phase velocities in excess of 67 cm/s were observed for the longest 1% of waves in subject S. Although409

such extreme waves were rare, they occurred at high β-LFP amplitudes where noise contamination is410

minimal, and likely re�ect a true description of the phase organization in the cortical patch. These speeds411

are di�cult to reconcile with excito-excitatory traveling wave-fronts, as examined in the following sec-412

tion. We were only able to analyze planar traveling waves with this approach, as correlations between413

amplitude and the spatial scale of complex patterns could be confounded with variations in signal-to-414

noise ratio (see Methods: Critical point analysis, Discussion).415

Overall, the variability in apparent wavelengths is di�cult to reconcile with traveling wave phe-416

nomena in excitable media, but can be explained if β-LFP waves arise from transient phase reorganiza-417

tion in coupled-oscillator systems. In order to further clarify the origins of these transient β-LFP waves,418

we next contrast it to an example of traveling wave phenomenon in excitable neural media (Fig. 1a)419

measured via the same recording setup.420

Contrast to traveling waves in excitable media: optogenetically-induced traveling waves421

In this section, we address the origin of spatial patterns in transient β-LFP oscillations in the context of422

the possible scenarios described in the Introduction and by the schematics in Fig. 1. The variety of spa-423

tial patterns observed was inconsistent with a simple common input with a single spatially-organized424

gradient of time-delays (scenario b; Fig 1b). For this reason, we focused on whether observed β-LFP425

waves were consistent with propagation of excitation in excitable media (scenario a; ; Fig 1a) or, alter-426

natively, with phase reorganization in neural coupled-oscillator systems in motor cortex (scenario c; Fig427

1c). To distinguish between these two scenarios, we contrasted the statistics of spontaneous beta spa-428

tiotemporal oscillations with those of traveling waves in excitable media. We examined traveling waves429

induced by optogenetic stimulation as �rst reported in primate motor cortex by Lu et al. (2015). Lu et al.430

(2015) showed that a 1-second constant pulse of optogenetic stimulation elicits sustained ∼50 Hz LFP os-431

cillations, which travel as radial waves across the cortical patch recorded by the 4×4 mm2 MEA (Fig. 8).432

These spatial waves were induced well beyond the <1 mm diameter site of stimulation, requiring propa-433

gation through network lateral interactions (Lu et al., 2015).434

We emphasize that induced oscillations were obtained via constant stimulation, not periodic driv-435
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ing. The oscillation onset was likely due to a bifurcation in the network’s intrinsic dynamics, and the436

traveling waves re�ect excitatory conduction of these oscillations into the surrounding tissue (Heitmann437

et al., 2017). Induced LFP responses were reproducible across trials (Lu et al., 2015). Fig. 8c explores two438

statistics of the average wave activity: the average phase delay, and the average zero-lag spatial phase439

gradient (Methods: ‘Phase maps for induced traveling waves’) . The ∼50 Hz oscillations showed spatial440

structure in the form of a radiating wave, as summarized by averages of LFP activity triggered on the441

phase of induced narrow band oscillations in �gure 8d.442

Similar to the beta wave analysis, we examined the correlations between the amplitude of the op-443

togenetically induced oscillations and the degree of spatial synchrony, as assessed by the standard de-444

viation of the Hilbert phase angles across the array. Because this is not a plane-wave phenomenon, we445

did not examine correlations between the amplitude and the degree of alignment of phase gradient vec-446

tors. However, there was very good signal-to-noise ratio during the induced oscillations, such that we447

were able to estimate the local phase gradient. This allowed us to extract a local estimate of wavelength,448

and the spatial scale of the induced wave could be estimated by averaging this wavelength over the ar-449

ray (Methods:‘Spatial gradient of the Hilbert phase’). The spatiotemporal statistics of optogenetically-450

induced waves and pre-stimulation background spontaneous waves showed two di�erent clusters (Fig451

9b). The induced waves showed a characteristic 2-4 mm wavelength, elevated amplitude, and reduced452

spatial synchrony. Compared to the pre-stimulation background ∼50 Hz activity, the induced waves453

showed reduced variability in the estimated wavelength. Additionally, the optogenetic stimulation dis-454

rupted zero lag spatial phase synchrony over the cortical patch, which need not have been the case.455

These statistics are consistent with abrupt appearance of a excitatory traveling wave with a character-456

istic wavelength, and are to be contrasted with the spatiotemporal statistics of the spontaneous transient457

β-LFP waves detected during the movement preparation stages of the CGID task.458

In contrast to the optogenetically induced waves, the spontaneous transient β-LFP waves showed a459

continuous variation in amplitude and a tendency for increased spatial synchrony at higher amplitudes460

(Fig. 9a). Induced oscillations were associated with an abrupt increase in amplitude and decrease in spa-461

tial synchrony, compared to the background activity. We also note that the induced traveling waves had462

a characteristic �xed wavelength that varied little with amplitude relative to the background activity. In463

contrast, the wavelength of β-LFP oscillations increased linearly with amplitude, such that the largest464

amplitude beta events were e�ectively synchronous over the recorded cortical area. This �nding high-465
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lights that simple summary statistics such as amplitude and spatial synchrony can distinguish di�erent466

types of traveling wave phenomena, and can re�ect di�erences in their underlying dynamics. Impor-467

tantly, the optogenetically-induced traveling waves served as a control for the statistical methods used468

to analyze β-LFP waves, ensuring that the wavelength and amplitude variability of β-LFP waves were469

not an artifact of our MEA recording setup or statistical analysis. Overall, while the induced waves were470

excitatory traveling waves induced by a local (<1 mm) direct optogenetic perturbation (scenario a; Fig471

1a), our �ndings are consistent with the hypothesis that β-LFP spatial patterns during steady movement472

preparation periods resulted from phase reorganization of transient beta oscillations across the recorded473

neocortical patch (scenario c; Fig 1a).474

Discussion475

In this study, we characterized spontaneous transient beta waves appearing during the steady-state476

movement preparation periods of an instructed delay reaching and grasping task. These waves were477

contrasted with excitatory traveling waves induced by optogenetic stimulation. To our knowledge, our478

study is the �rst to report such systematic analysis of the range of spatiotemporal waves in motor cor-479

tex. We found that transient β-LFP dynamics transition spontaneously among a rich variety of spa-480

tiotemporal patterns ranging from spatially synchronized states, traveling plane waves, to rotating, ra-481

diating and other more complex wave patterns. Although the anatomic connectivity in motor cortex482

may favor plane waves (Takahashi et al., 2011), our results indicate that a richer variety of wave patterns483

exist. Despite sustained β-rhythmic �ring rates in the recorded single-neurons (Rule et al., 2017), β-LFP484

wave patterns appeared as transient events with varied durations (sometimes up to several hundred mil-485

liseconds). In addition, during a single transient, beta oscillations could transition spontaneously among486

di�erent spatial wave patterns.487

The optogenetically-induced propagating waves in primate motor cortex provide a reference for ex-488

citatory traveling waves in excitable media (scenario a; Fig 1a) against which to compare the statistics489

of spontaneous β-LFP wave spatial patterns. Because both induced traveling waves and spontaneous β-490

LFP waves were obtained via the same recording setup, confounds related to di�erences in spatial sam-491

pling and microelectrode electronics were minimized. Induced spatiotemporal patterns were globally492

organized, consisting of radial waves that propagated beyond the stimulation site. Unlike the sponta-493
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neous β-LFP patterns, these traveling waves exhibited a characteristic wavelength (2-4 mm). In contrast,494

spontaneous β-LFP waves showed wide variability in apparent wavelength. In spontaneous β-LFP spa-495

tiotemporal activity, diverse wave states (complex, planar, radiating, rotation, synchronous) existed on496

a continuum, and correlated with amplitude. For example, synchronous states appear as a limiting case497

of long-wavelength activity at high β-LFP amplitudes. This suggests that various β-LFP spatiotempo-498

ral patterns did not re�ect discrete shifts in network state or external inputs. The positive correlation499

between wavelength and amplitude observed here is also consistent with the emergence of waves in spa-500

tially extended oscillator systems close to a Hopf bifurcation (Kopell and Howard, 1973). Overall, these501

�ndings are consistent with spatiotemporal β-LFP waves arising from reorganization in relative phases502

in spatially-distributed neuronal oscillations.503

We also examined β-LFP spatiotemporal dynamics in area PMv, a premotor area thought to be in-504

volved in grasping but not previously studied in the context of beta spatiotemporal waves. We found505

that it di�ered from areas M1 and PMd. In subject S, area PMv exhibited complex wave activity, even506

during transient periods of elevated β-LFP power. In contrast, in subject R, PMv exhibited synchronous507

beta oscillations, with few plane waves. Overall, although area PMv did not exhibit the plane wave phe-508

nomena previously reported in M1 and PMd (Rubino et al., 2006), it did exhibit organized radiating and509

rotating waves. PMv may also have a relatively di�erent anatomical structure, leading to functional dif-510

ferences and the observed diversity in wave patterns. These results motivate the need for further studies511

to explain how β-LFP spatiotemporal waves might change across anatomical or functional boundaries in512

the motor cortex.513

Spatial sampling, phase extraction and other caveats514

Multielectrode array recording approaches have limitations that should be considered when interpret-515

ing analyses of spatiotemporal wave dynamics. Because cortex is curved, the depth of the electrodes516

could change across the array. The phase of motor cortex beta varies across layers (Murthy and Fetz,517

1996), and changes in the depth of the electrodes could create a phase gradient in the MEA recordings518

that mimics a traveling wave. However, this scenario cannot yield rotating or complex waves, and so519

cannot explain the spontaneous beta and optogenetically-induced wave patterns we reported here. β-520

LFP phase is di�cult to interpret at lower amplitudes due to reduced signal-to-noise. We addressed this521

confound by restricting quantitative analyses to periods of high signal-to-noise ratio. However, there is522
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a need for improved methods that can account for the complex nature of neural signals recorded from523

MEAs, in particular interrelated structures in time, frequency, space, and spatial frequency. It remains524

unclear whether descriptions of spatiotemporal dynamics based on phase alone are su�cient. Indeed, re-525

cent work by Best et al. (2016) shows that spatiotemporal patterning of β-LFP amplitude �uctuations are526

also important in motor cortex.527

The di�erence between spontaneous beta and induced traveling-wave experiments should be in-528

terpreted with care. Di�erences in the statistics of these phenomena could arise from the more localized529

nature of optogenetic stimulation and the chosen level of stimulation. Nevertheless, our previous work530

(Lu et al., 2015) also reports ramp stimulation results and shows that induced traveling waves emerge at531

a critical level of stimulation intensity and grow with increasing amplitude at a �xed frequency, suggest-532

ing a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. Because the induced waves propagated in the surrounding medium533

well beyond the <1 mm spatial domain of direct light stimulation, these waves serve as a reference for534

excitatory traveling waves (Fig. 1a). These induced excitatory waves were successfully modeled using535

a neural �eld approach (Heitmann et al., 2017), which accurately predicted the phenomenon of mode-536

locking resonance in excitable neural media, i.e. where wave emission will skip cycles depending on the537

level of stimulation. Our modeling work suggests that this mode-locking resonance is not a property of538

the type of stimulation (optogenetic or other). Rather it is a property of the surrounding neocortical tis-539

sue when driven by any source of oscillatory activity. Additional studies should explore in more detail540

the relationship between stimulation amplitude and spatiotemporal structure.541

We note that task-related information becomes available in the local neural population after the542

object and grasp cues are presented. This information is then sustained across time (Vargas-Irwin et al.,543

2015). Here we have examined two steady-state periods: one before the object cue, where there is no544

speci�c task information, and another corresponding to the interval starting 1-second after the grasp545

cue and ending at the go-cue presentation. The second period contains information about both object546

and grasp type (Vargas-Irwin et al., 2015). There is an important distinction between these steady-state547

instructed delay periods, during which we believe the prepared motor plan is maintained locally, and548

active-processing periods where information arrives in and is distributed within motor areas. Thus, the549

steady-state periods we examined here are unlikely to directly address information �ow among motor550

areas. The potential relationship between β-LFP phase reorganization and information storage or com-551

munication remains to be explored in further studies.552
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The origin of transient spatiotemporal β-LFP wave patterns553

We speculate that β-LFP transients in motor cortex may arise from a number of non-exclusive scenar-554

ios. The recorded cortical β-LFP oscillations may have multiple origins, re�ecting both local sources of555

beta rhythmicity (e.g. Kopell et al. 2011; Roopun et al. 2006), as well as cortico-thalamic interactions and556

rhythmic inputs from other brain areas (e.g. Jones et al. 2009; Sherman et al. 2016 for the case of beta in557

somatosensory areas). Changes in the apparent spatial organization of motor cortex β-LFP may re�ect558

changes in the contributions of di�erent sources to the β-LFP signal. For example, a remote synchronous559

source may mix with local, asynchronous beta oscillations. If �uctuations in beta power re�ect �uctua-560

tions in this synchronous source, it could explain the observed correlation between beta synchrony and561

amplitude. However, the correlation between the plane-wave wavelength and β-LFP amplitude found562

in this study contradicts this scenario: such globally organized states cannot be explained as chance oc-563

currences in an asynchronous population. Spatially correlated inputs from other cortical or subcortical564

(e.g. thalamus) areas could also contribute to transient increases in β-LFP power over di�erent sites of565

the recorded cortical patches, which could explain the correlation between the level of β-LFP power and566

the degree of spatial synchronization.567

Alternatively, the observed variations in β-LFP power and spatial patterns may arise intrinsically568

in motor cortex. This variability could result from metastability in the phase synchronization between569

weakly-coupled neuronal populations exhibiting transient oscillations with either homogeneous or570

slightly heterogeneous intrinsic frequencies (Deco and Jirsa, 2012; Laing, 2016; Panaggio and Abrams,571

2015; Shanahan, 2010). Pyramidal tract neuron pools with di�erent muscle �elds are known to show dif-572

ferent synchronization properties (Jackson et al., 2003), and variability in coupled-oscillator frequency573

can lead to entrainment that manifests as radiating waves (e.g. Kheowan et al. 2007). The variability in574

spatiotemporal patterns may also re�ect fast coupling changes among these populations. For example,575

coupling between sources of beta may be higher when beta power is increased, leading to greater overall576

synchronization. Conversely, when local beta oscillations become more synchronous, their related extra-577

cellular �eld potentials would be expected to interfere constructively and generate a larger LFP signal.578

If phase reorganization in coupled-oscillator systems plays an important role in the observed tran-579

sient β-LFP wave patterns, a natural question then is where the oscillators are. Our previous study has580

shown that recorded neurons exhibited sustained �ring rates during the same steady-state periods, de-581
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spite the transient β-LFPs (Rule et al., 2017). In addition, several single units also exhibited β-rhythmicity582

in their spiking activity, and spike-LFP phase locking increased during β-LFP transients. These neurons583

could play the role of oscillators (Rule et al., 2017). However, we emphasize that this β-rhythmicity in584

spiking activity could potentially also appear as rhythmic transients within otherwise irregular back-585

ground activity. Further experiments will be required to address this issue. One possibility is that these586

coupled-oscillator systems are themselves transiently formed, lasting only tens to hundreds of millisec-587

onds. Although the system is in a roughly steady-state with respect to the absence of strong sensory588

perturbations, it has its own spontaneous ongoing dynamics. During their transient existence, coupled-589

oscillator systems would undergo di�erent phase reorganization dynamics, leading to di�erent β-LFP590

spatiotemporal wave patterns. We do not exclude the possibility that the spatiotemporal dynamics re-591

sult from a combination of both coupled-oscillator dynamics and excitable media e�ects. More work is592

needed to clarify this issue, including recordings of spiking activity and LFPs simultaneously obtained593

from motor related areas in cortex and associated deep-brain structures.594

Implications for models of β-LFP spatiotemporal dynamics595

The contrast between the statistics of spontaneous β-LFP waves and the excitatory traveling waves596

highlights di�erences in the neural mechanisms underlying these phenomena, and constrains spatially597

extended models of neural dynamics in motor cortex. The optogenetically-induced ∼50 Hz waves emerged598

with a characteristic wavelength (2-4 mm) that varied little with amplitude and disrupted phase syn-599

chrony across the cortical patch. On the other hand, spontaneous beta waves showed the opposite trend600

of increased synchrony at higher amplitudes, and lacked a characteristic wavelength, instead showing a601

gradual lengthening of plane waves at larger amplitudes. This variable wavelength is inconsistent with602

models of oscillatory spatial pattern formation that rely on center-surround lateral interactions that ex-603

hibit wave activity emerging at a �xed spatial frequency (e.g. Heitmann and Ermentrout 2015; Heitmann604

et al. 2012; Rule et al. 2011), revealing a need for alternative models for motor cortex β-LFP. The variabil-605

ity in the spatial scale of beta spatiotemporal activity is, however, consistent with a model in which beta606

waves arise from transient reorganization of the relative phases of transient local beta oscillations (c.f.607

Ermentrout and Terman 2010 ch. 8).608
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Future directions609

Previous studies have emphasized traveling planar waves and their potential link to spiking communica-610

tion (Besserve et al., 2015; Lubenov and Siapas, 2009; Rubino et al., 2006; Takahashi et al., 2015, 2011; Wu611

et al., 2008) and movement initiation (Best et al., 2016). Further work is needed to investigate the impli-612

cations of the diversity of spatiotemporal wave patterns found here, especially in terms of the functional613

roles of traveling waves vs. globally synchronized states, which both occur during high beta power. Neu-614

roimaging studies could elucidate global coordination of beta phase and its relation to local dynamics,615

for example calcium imaging (O’shea et al., 2017) or magnetoencephalography (Bonaiuto et al., 2017;616

Troebinger et al., 2014). Locally silencing the transient β-rhythmic activity in a small cortical patch could617

clarify the relationship between coupled-oscillator phase organization and propagating activity. Addi-618

tionally, the relationship between spatiotemporal organization of beta and modulation in beta amplitude619

may hold important clues as to how beta power is modulated in motor cortex, and how changes in beta620

power may impact computation and communication in neural systems.621

The observation that motor cortex beta phase exhibits complex spatial dynamics has implications622

for our understanding of collective dynamics and single-unit activity in motor cortex. In particular, the623

relationship between spatiotemporal phase dynamics and single-unit spiking remains to be clari�ed624

(Okun et al., 2015), and beta waves could induce spatially patterned correlations at the single-unit level.625

The �ndings reported here predict that β-LFP traveling waves during steady-state movement prepara-626

tion arise from phase gradients within a system of coupled-oscillators. As these β-LFP oscillations are627

transient events, the coupled-oscillator system could itself be transiently formed. Overall, the functional628

or computational role of β-LFP phase reorganization across motor cortex remains an important open629

problem, whose investigation may reveal the neural mechanisms associated with motor-cortex prepara-630

tory steady-states.631
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Figure 1: Multiple underlying mechanisms can explain traveling waves. Redrawn from Ermentrout and Kleinfeld (2001) with
permission. (A) Excitatory waves: Waves may propagate as traveling waves in an excitable medium, driven by a local oscilla-
tory source (frequency ν ). (B) Anatomical conduction: β-LFP oscillations may propagate from a common source (frequency ν )
with varied delays (∆τ ), leading to apparent traveling waves in the cortex. (C) Coupled oscillators: Phase gradients in local β-
LFP oscillations can create phase waves. Each cortical patch generates oscillations, and the e�ective wavelength, phase velocity,
and spatial patterns, are emergent properties that arise from coupling of nearby neural oscillators.



Figure 2: β-LFP oscillations occur in transient events during the steady-state periods of a cued reaching and grasping task. (A)

Schematic of the Cued Grasping with Instructed Delay (CGID) task. Objects were presented to the subject, followed by a cue
light instructing the subject how to manipulate the object. A two-second planning and hold period was required before move-
ment execution (Methods). (B) β-LFP data were recorded from triple microelectrode array implants (MEA) in areas M1, PMv,
and PMd in two subject (R and S). (C) Example LFP spectrogram averaged over trials from area PMv in subject S. Task time
is on the horizontal axis, and frequency on the vertical axis. Beta oscillations can be seen throughout the task, in this subject
most prominently in the pre-object period. The pre-go period was also free of cue or motor evoked potentials, and typically
exhibited elevated β-LFP. (D) Inspection of single trials reveals that β-LFP occurred as transient events. This is trial 35 from ses-
sion 1 of subject S in area M1. Top: broadband LFP trace; β-LFP transients are visible superimposed on slow evoked potentials.
Middle: β-LFP transients can be identi�ed from the amplitude envelope of bandpass �ltered LFP. Bottom: Wavelet spectrogram
visualization of β-LFP transients. Right: The durations of these β-LFP transients do not exhibit a characteristic duration, but
rather appear to be an exponentially distributed random process as illustrated by the histogram.
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Figure 3: Transient β-LFP oscillations exhibit a rich variety of spatiotemporal wave patterns. In addition to traveling plane
waves, beta spatiotemporal dynamics showed synchronous states, radiating and rotating waves, and other more complex wave
patterns. Each example was taken from the 4×4 mm area sampled by the 10×10 multielectrode array in area PMv of subject
S. Missing electrodes were interpolated from nearest neighbors. Average phase delay maps were computed by unwrapping
Hilbert phases at the median frequency of the wave event before computing the average analytic signal. The mean analytic
signal was smoothed at a 2 mm scale to generate the phase delay maps pictured here. The smoothed Hilbert phase (φ) was
di�erentiated to extract critical points from the wave dynamics, shown here as a blue dot for a radiating wave and red dots for
rotating waves (Methods: ‘Critical point analysis’). Spatially synchronized states were detected as patterns where the angular
distribution of analytic signals was concentrated as shown by the �rst (top to bottom) example (Methods:‘Spatial synchrony’).
Plane wave states were detected as spatial patterns where the angular distribution of the phase gradient (∇φ) direction was
concentrated, as shown by the second example (Methods:‘Spatial gradient of the Hilbert phase’).
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Figure 4: Evolution of a β-LFP wave event in the analytic signal phase space. The evolution of the β-LFP analytic signals is
visualized in phase space, in which the ongoing phase and amplitude at each electrode are plotted in polar coordinates (scatter
plots). <(z) and =(z) denote the real and imaginary parts of the complex-valued analytic β-LFP signal, respectively. The β-LFP
signal is also visualized across the three motor areas (images). Beta wave events tended to begin by excitation of oscillations
in a subset of channels (�rst frame). In this example, initial amplitude di�erences progressed into a traveling wave in which
the phase of area PMv (blue dots) lagged behind that of areas PMd (red) and M1 (yellow). This event lasted only a few cycles of
the beta oscillation before collapsing back to an asynchronous state. Note that although this is a traveling wave event, it is not
a plane wave event. In this instance, the PMv activity was classi�ed as a radiating wave, and the M1 and PMd activities were
classi�ed as synchronous. This example was taken from trial 2 of subject S, session 1. AS: arcuate sulcus, CS: central sulcus.
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Figure 5: β-LFP wave patterns are diverse, and area PMv di�ers substantially from areas M1/PMd. Categorization of beta wave
spatiotemporal patterns during the 1 second movement preparation periods before object presentation and before the ‘Go’ cue
shows a rich diversity of spatial patterns. Consistent with previous studies, areas M1 and PMd exhibited plane wave activity.
However, globally synchronized states were more common. The wave structure in area PMv di�ered from that in previously
studied areas M1 and PMd, and also di�ered between subjects. Subject S displayed abundant complex wave activity, while area
PMv in subject R was largely synchronous. β-LFP spatiotemporal activity was sampled every 50 ms, or approximately one
β-LFP cycle. Plane wave events were detected as times when the wave propagation directions (based on the phase gradients
∇φ, see also Fig. 3) were concentrated (PGD<½). Synchronous events were likewise detected as times when the instantaneous
β-LFP phase (φ) was concentrated (σ<π/4). Radiating and rotating waves were identi�ed based on critical points in the phase
gradient �eld. Times containing multiple radiating or rotating wave centers were classi�ed as complex.



Figure 6: Wave properties transition continuously during motor steady states: variability does not re�ect discrete states. Scatter
plots illustrate variations in amplitude, synchrony (standard deviation of Hilbert phase), and plane-wave characteristics (stan-
dard deviation in phase gradient direction), for representative datasets. Wave properties transitioned continuously, rather than
clustering into multiple distinct states, implying that variability in spatiotemporal patterns in motor cortex β-LFP did not arise
from switching between discrete network states (bifurcations). Nevertheless some trends were evident: higher beta amplitudes
were associated with increased synchrony (top left, all subplots) and were associated also with an increased tendency toward
plane waves (bottom right, all subplots). Wave statistics were taken every 50 ms during three task stages: the one-second hold
period in anticipation of a visual cue (blue), the one-second hold period leading up to a "Go" cue (yellow), and the 500 ms sur-
rounding movement onset (black). Amplitude was taken as the average Hilbert amplitude over the array. (a) Subject R session 1
area M1 (b) Subject R session 3 area PMd (c) Subject S session 2 area PMv (d) Subject S session 3 area PMd.



Figure 7: Variability in β-LFP wavelength correlates with amplitude. (A) Planar traveling waves exhibited a correlation between
beta amplitude and wavelength λ (left plots; Pearson ρ=0.64 subject R, ρ=0.53 subject S). Only area M1 exhibited su�cient
highly-planar wave events to facilitate correlation analysis. Speci�c example illustrate the progression, left to right, from
shorter wavelengths at lower amplitudes, to longer wavelengths at higher amplitudes. Long wavelengths cannot be distin-
guished from spatial synchrony due to the size of the microelectrode array. These plots indicate that traveling waves transition
continuously into synchronized states, with the LFP phase tending toward greater spatial homogeneity at higher amplitudes.
Samples were taken every 50 ms (one beta cycle) and only those time-points displaying a high degree of alignment in the
phase gradient (i.e. plane waves) were considered for the analysis (see Methods:‘Spatial gradient of the Hilbert phase’). All
sessions for each subject were combined in the scatter plots. The hue scale is doubled to resolve longer-wavelength patterns.
(B) Variability in wavelength. Zero-lag spatial phase synchrony exists as a limiting case of long-wavelengths (wavelengths
corresponding to a phase variance less than π/8 are shaded). Variation from local wave dynamics at small amplitudes to zero-
lag global synchrony at high amplitudes is consistent with a synchronization phenomenon among local, coupled oscillatory
patches.



Figure 8: Constant optogenetic stimulation of motor cortex induces excitatory traveling waves. (A) ∼50 Hz oscillations emerged
abruptly during a constant 1 s pulse of 6 mW light stimulation, as seen on the LFP spectrogram (left); reproduced from Lu
et al. (2015) with permission. (B) Compared to pre-stimulation background activity, power in ∼50 Hz and ∼100 Hz oscillations
were elevated. (C) ∼50 Hz LFP amplitude increased across many sites in the multielectrode array (left panel). The direct optical
stimulation area was <1 mm in diameter, and the ∼50 Hz oscillations propagated beyond the stimulation site via network
interactions, as expected for traveling waves in excitable media. Unwrapping phases relative to a reference electrode near the
center of optical stimulation yielded an average phase delay map (center panel). The induced ∼50 Hz LFP oscillations organized
as radiating waves, with an origin near the source of the optical stimulation. The average phase gradient direction (right panel)
was consistent with the average phase delay map, and con�rms that the radiating wave structure. (D) Phase-triggered averages
of induced LFP oscillations over all stimulation trials, triggered on the phase (φ) of 50 Hz LFP oscillations on the channel closest
to the radiating wave origin (near the lower boundary of the optically stimulated region of cortex).
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Figure 9: Unlike spontaneous β-LFP waves, induced traveling waves display a discrete transition and characteristic wavelength.
Scatter plots compare amplitude, wavelength, and spatial synchrony for the β- and γ-LFP wave phenomena. Amplitude was
taken as the average Hilbert amplitude over the array. Wavelength was computed from the average phase gradient magnitude.
Spatial synchrony was assessed by the circular standard deviation of zero-lag oscillation phase (smaller values are more syn-
chronous). Each dot in the scatter plot represents one wave cycle (20 ms for γ-LFP, 50 ms for β-LFP). (A) β-LFP plane-wave
events from subject R area M1; non-planar wave events were excluded to avoid biased wavelength estimates. (left) Amplitude
varied continuously, and larger amplitudes exhibited longer wavelengths. (center) Spatial synchrony emerged as a limiting case
of long-wavelength waves over the aperture of the MEA. (right) Spatially asynchronous states occurred at a range of ampli-
tudes, but the highest amplitude events tended to be synchronous. (B) Optogenetically-induced ∼50 Hz oscillations in subject
T were associated with abrupt emergence of spatial structure in the form of radiating traveling waves. (left) In contrast to the
spontaneous β-LFP wave activity, induced LFP waves exhibited a narrow 2-4 mm wavelength that varied little with amplitude.
(center) Both the background and induced LFP wave activity were super�cially similar to the β-LFP in the sense that longer
wavelengths were more spatially synchronized. However, the induced traveling waves had shorter wavelength events less spa-
tial synchrony compared to background, whereas High-beta events exhibited the opposite trend: elevated β-LFP state increased
synchrony and wavelength. (right) Induced LFP oscillations caused a transition to large-amplitude waves with a concurrent
reduction in spatial synchrony. Spontaneous β-LFP waves showed continual variation.
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